January 2, 2016

The President/Research Director/Faculty-Researchers/Graduate Students

Dear Sir/Madam:

The Asian Intellect FOR ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT Inc. is honored to invite you to come as or nominate presenters, competitors or participants to the "1st International Research Forum in Education, Sciences and the Social Praxis [IRFESSP 2016]". It will be held on March 12-14, 2016 at Camelot Hotel in DiliMan, Quezon City, Philippines. This event is being launched so as to provide a chance and venue for researchers to come together for research presentations and disseminations. It shall also be a platform for healthy academic competitions for researchers.

IRFESSP 2016 has the following objectives: 1) to put together the researchers all over the world for sharing and exchange of research findings; 2) to be updated with research cultures that are emerging in other academic communities across the globe; 3) to provide a chance for researchers to have their papers be chosen for research publications; and, 4) to have one's research paper be recognized for its merits.

Invited to come either as Plain Presenters, Competitor Presenters, or Participants are officials, faculty researchers, and graduate students from higher educational institutions.

There shall be two clusters of paper presenters, and these are:
1. The Competition Cluster; and,
2. The Plain Presentation Cluster.

Anybody who has a completed paper may choose whether to join the 1. Competition Cluster or the 2. Plain Presentation Cluster. The Competition Cluster shall be where all those who will signify their intention to compete will present their papers altogether in front of two judges while those who will signify their intention to present their papers without competing will present their papers without the judges.

The Competition Cluster Mechanics:
1. Papers and Presenters will be judged by two judges who are experts in research.
2. Only papers and presenters who signified their intention to compete will be put together in the Competition Cluster.
3. Each Competition Presenter will have 10 minutes of presentation and 10 minutes of chance to answer a maximum of two questions from each judge.
4. The following Awards will be granted:
   • Best Research Paper (in Social Praxis)
   • Best Research Paper (in Education)
   • Best Research Paper (in Science and Technology)
   • Best Presenter (in Social Praxis)
   • Best Presenter (in Education)
   • Best Presenter (in Science and Technology)
5. Certificate of Recognition and Tokens shall be awarded the winners.

The Plain Presentations Mechanics:
1. Papers and presenters not keen in competing will be scheduled in the Plain Presentations
Cluster.

2. There will be no judges in the Presentations Cluster but fellow presenters and participants may also ask questions after each presentation.

3. Each presenter is given 15 minutes to present his/her paper and answer questions from the audience.

Abstracts
Abstracts may be sent to asianintellectorg@gmail.com and cc to asianintellectorg@yahoo.com with subject matter of ‘ABSTRACT SUBMISSION to IRFESSP 2016’ not later than February 20, 2016. Abstracts should follow the format below:
- Microsoft Office Word (Not PDF)
- Not more than 300 words, Times New Roman Font 12, Single Spaced
- Should contain the name of the authors/s; institution; contact numbers and email address (Presenter’s name and corresponding author should be in asterisk*)
- Abstract should include the ff.: Title; SOP; Short Methodology; Concise Findings; and, Recommendations.
- 5 key words

Paper presenters and Participants will all be furnished a copy of the printed ISSN Book of Abstract and E-copy of the ISSN Asian Intellect Book of Proceedings.

Journal Publication
Presented papers will have a chance to be published to any of our three journals subject to terms and mechanics for journal publication:
1. Asian Intellect Research and Education Journal - Volume 3, ISSN 2467-4885 (Printed);
2. Asian Intellect E-Journal for Science, Mathematics, and Technology – Vol. 2, ISSN 2467-4915 (Online); and,

All of the Asian Intellect Journals are refereed journals thru double-blind evaluation process. Publication fee is P3500 inclusive of shipping. All the journals, whether Online or Printed, are to be released by October 2016.

Fees
Registration fee is P8500 or USD225 for Plain Paper Presenters and Participants and P9500 or USD275 for Competition Presenters. Fees are inclusive of: two-night, triple-sharing accommodation at Camelot Hotel; 2 breakfasts; 2 morning snacks; 2 lunches; 2 afternoon snacks; 2 dinners; printed Book of Abstract; E-copy of Conference Proceedings; Memo Pad, Pen, Conference Badge ID; Tokens, Bags; and, Certificates.

Venue
The venue, Camelot Hotel, found at 35 Mother Ignacia Street, Dilliman, Quezon City, Philippines, is a 4-star medieval themed hotel which is unique, remarkable and intriguing because it reminds clients with kings, queens, prince, princesses, armoured soldiers and chivalry. It is near the University of the Philippines — Dilliman; Trinoma Mall; SM City-North EDSA; Quezon City Memorial Circle; Ninoy Aquino Parks and Wildlife; La Mesa Mini Forest; Gateway; Araneta Center; and Smart Araneta Coliseum.

Speakers
The conference will present judges, Keynote Speakers and Plenary Speakers coming from the Philippines and abroad. They will share about trends and updates in Research.

CHED Endorsement
This international conference is recognized and endorsed by the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in its Memorandum from the Chairperson dated September 23, 2015.

CONTACT US
For inquiries, confirmation of attendance, or reservation of slots, please contact us at +639324501170/ +639326060461. For complete details and to download the Registration Forms and Programme of Activities of the IRFESSP 2016, please visit our website, www.asianintellect.org.

Thank you and we hope to see you in Quezon City.

Truly yours,

JENECY MARZEL FERRER
Head, Conference Secretariat
MEMORANDUM FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

FOR : ALL CHED CENTRAL AND REGIONAL OFFICE DIRECTORS
      ALL PRESIDENTS/ HEADS OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGHER
      EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS (HEIs)

SUBJECT : PARTICIPATION IN THE SEMINAR-WORKSHOPS FOR 2016 OF
           THE ASIAN INTELLECT FOR ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION AND
           DEVELOPMENT, INC. TO BE HELD IN MARCH AND APRIL, 2016
           AT MANILA AND BAGUIO

DATE : September 23, 2015

In accordance with the pertinent provisions of Republic Act (R.A.) 7722, otherwise known as the
"Higher Education Act of 1994", this Office hereby endorses the above undertaking organized by
the Asian Intellect for Academic Organization and Development, Inc. for the support and
participation of all concerned.

Their 2016 seminar-workshops are: (1) 1st International Research Forum in Education, Sciences,
and the Social Praxis to be held on March 12-14, 2016 at Bayview Park Hotel, Manila and (2) 1st
International Congress in Multidisciplinary Researches to be held on April 23-25,2016 at Hotel
Elizabeth in Baguio. These activities will be attended by faculty members and researchers from
higher education institutions.

Participation of officials, employees and students from private higher education institutions
(HEIs) shall be VOLUNTARY. Officials and employees of State and Local Universities and Colleges
(SUCs and LUCs) who will participate in this activity should obtain prior approval from the
President/Head of their respective institutions and are hereby reminded to observe proper use of
government funds in accordance with the Department of Budget and Management (DBM)
National Budget Circular No. 486 and Administrative Order No. 103.

For registration and further information/inquiries, you may coordinate with the organizers at
mobile/telephone number 09324501170/09326060461/09177608126 or through their email
address asianintellectorg@gmail.com.

Wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

PATRICIA B. LICUANAN, Ph.D.

09-0023-b'0076_AL_2015
PROGRAMME of ACTIVITIES

"1st International Research Forum in Education, Sciences and the Social Praxis (IRFESSP 2016)"
Camelot Hotel
35 Mother Ignacia, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines
March 12-14, 2016

March 12, 2016 – Saturday

8:00 AM to 10:00 AM
REGISTRATION PERIOD

10:00 AM
OPENING PROGRAM
Doxology
National Anthem
Welcome Remarks
Roll Call of Delegates
Keynote Speech
Special Number
Plenary Speech

12:00 NN
LUNCH - Excalibur Hall

1:00 PM - Onwards
COMPETITION PRESENTATIONS
King Arthur Hall

March 13, 2016

8:00 AM to 6:00 PM
PLAIN PRESENTATIONS (Parallel)
Excalibur Hall/King Arthur Hall

March 14, 2016

8:00 AM
ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS
AWARDING of CERTIFICATES
King Arthur Hall

10:00 AM
EDUCATIONAL TOUR (Optional)